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Borselius & Bernstrand | 2O22

BOB 52 is twice as much BOB, a new addition to the seating system that you already love!
After going high, this year BOB is all about going wide! The new 52cm wide module, with seat and backrest, is twice the 
width of the ordinary BOB module’s 26cm. It’s familiar but can give your sofa a whole new expression or work as a standalone 
easy chair. Build a sofa with only BOB 52 modules or combine BOB 52 in a new or already built BOB sofa.

The seating system all about versatility is now even more versatile!

BOB 52
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Stefan Borselius | 2O22

Welcome back to the office with Poppe Swivel! This year Poppe is 
updated with a new swivel base with nimble wheels, tilt and 
adjustable seat height (from 42cm to 52cm) making it more agile 
than ever, more than an attractive companion for the desk.

Poppe is a neat and comfortable chair that with it’s exact sitting 
angle and thinnest possible shell is shaped as the narrowest 
possible chair. There isn’t always room for a functional office chair 
and a comfortable easy chair in the same space but with Poppe 
Swivel you get both in the same contemporary package. Despite 
its slim figure, Poppe is a comfortable easy chair that copes with 
all body shapes; long and short, fat and thin – during short or long 
seated periods.

Poppe Swivel
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Johan Lindau | 2O22

Ping-Pong Mini make s big impact as it takes the 
solid Ping-Pong form factor to smaller and yet 
obvious dimensions. Perfect as a coffee table, 
a smaller bench or just that convenient extra side 
table. Natural wood with stainless steel or brass. 
Height, length and width can be customized for 
your needs. 

Ping-Pong 
Mini
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Johan Lindau | 2O22

The OXO family gets more social with the 
graphically precise and straightforward OXO Table. 
The instantly iconic silhouette with the two circles and 
a cross that the OXO Bar Stool introduced last year 
applies for the new OXO Table as well. Now the 
cross brings new functionality as a convenient and 
neatly placed coat hanger that lets you keep your 
belongings close. 

Forget cumbersome and disorderly bar furniture and 
welcome stylish and original simplicity with OXO Bar 
Stool and Table.

OXO Table
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Johan Lindau | 2O22

Momang embraces the new family members consisting of an easy chair and a bar stool, both with clear family ties. The ascetic 
retro is strikingly pronounced with a sturdy and thick expression seen sidewise, and thin and slender seen from the front.

”The recipe is straight forward: take a wood plank, cut it up, and then add a saddle girth in linnen or textile. Serve!”
 Johan Lindau

Making the most of every inch of the material used and with basically zero waste, Momang thrives with few top quality 
ingredients and a beautiful craftsmanship putting it all together. The newly introduced variety of the family is an even greater 
testament to the original concept.

Momang Bar & Lounge
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Stone Designs | 2O21

We are proud to be able to reintroduce Pocket in our furniture range, now with 
updated design and more choices.

The cup-like chair still stands firmly on its short, angled legs while the seat shell 
has been given a new, more cosy embrace with slightly lower and more 
comfortable support for the arms and back. Pocket offers extra storage space 
under the seat, perfect for noisy public environments such as the hotel lobby, 
waiting rooms, bars and restaurants. Pocket will also keep things neat and tidy in 
the office or why not for blankets, laptops or books at home.

Updated Pocket
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